NEWSPAPER MARCH 2015 TO MAY 2015

INSIGHT

BAHRIA COLLEGE KARACHI, NORE-1, PRIMARY SECTION
ONE DREAM, ONE TEAM, ONE SPIRIT!

From the Editor’s Desk:
In this electronic age email has become the most pervasive and fastest growing means of connection and communication between individuals and the organization.

Keeping in view this by the grace of Almighty Allah we have been able to bring the second edition of newsletter in electronic format and will be distributed via email and print as well.

The aim of this e-Newsletter is to update colleagues and readers on recent events that have been carried out from March 2015 to May 2015.

Looking forward for your comments and suggestions to bring the best to the readers. See you in the next edition!

Regards,
Ms. Andalib Rashid
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STORY TELLING SESSION BY OUP

On Friday, 29th May 2015, students of class I attended a story telling session by OUP in the School Library. Ms. Razia from OUP captivated the children through the story.

TEACHERS’ REFRESHER COURSES

Training workshops for the Teaching Faculty of Primary Section NORE – I were conducted from 25th May to 2nd June 2015 in the Computer Lab of BCK Primary Section NORE I by the teachers who were trained at BITT, iEARN and CIMA. The session included strategies for Classroom Behavior, Teaching English Skills and making Social Studies interesting etc. The session was found highly interactive and helpful to adopt new techniques for effective teaching methodology. Participation of the faculty and efforts of the presenters were duly appreciated by the College Management.

MOTHER’S DAY

Mother’s day was celebrated on 8th May 2015 to make children realize the greatness of mothers and their contributions to the family and society. Students from classes I to V prepared special cards to present to their mothers. The teachers discussed the role of mothers and their importance in the lives of the children in all classes.

HANDWRITING COMPETITION

To encourage a creative awareness among children and the importance of handwriting skills which could easily be lost in this computer and texting age ‘Hand Writing Competition’ was organized on 8th May 2015. The Urdu and English Coordinators attended classes on calligraphy. The coordinators of the respective subjects implemented the techniques in the classes from I to V. Students from Classes I to V show cased the skills learned and demonstrate artistic flair in their individual style. Certificates were awarded to the students on the best presentations.
INTERNATIONAL BOOK DAY

World Book Day was celebrated on 24th of April 2015 to promote the reading concept among the children. The theme of this year World Book Day 2015 was “Read the World”. Students from classes I to V were asked to read a book and adapt any of their favourite characters. Students from classes I to V dressed up as their favourite characters from the stories performed in front of their classes. English and Urdu plays were performed. The whole Primary Section made book marks to keep in their books and notebooks. Students of class IV made concertina books and Class V students made 3D Popup Books. The honourable Principal Commander Zaheer Ahmad along Vice Principal Primary Section ma’am Fariha Imran visited the classrooms and appreciated the performances of the students.

COMMEMORATION OF DEATH ANNIVERSARY OF ALLAMA IQBAL

On 21st April a Special Morning Assembly was held to commemorate the Death Anniversary of the Poet of the East, Doctor Allama Mohammed Iqbal with traditional zeal and fervor. The programme commenced in the name of Allah Almighty. The College Choir presented beautiful pieces of poetry from the great and inspirational collection of Allama Iqbal.

WELCOME TO THE TURKISH DELEGATION

Class V students of Bahria College Karachi Primary Section NORE-1 welcomed Turkish ship with the delegation on 16th April 2015. Students from Girls Wing and Junior Wing were also present at the occasion.

The worthy Principal Bahria College Cdr. Zaheer Ahmed received the Turkish delegation at Junior Section where a warm welcome was given to the team from students by holding flags of Turkey and Pakistan in their hands. The College Choir from Primary Section NORE-1 presented welcome songs in their honour. The delegation was very delighted to see young students and spent some time with them. In the end they distributed bags among the students as token of love from their country.
WELCOME TO CLASS I

On 27th March 2015, special ‘Morning Assembly’ was held to welcome the budding children from Class I in Primary Section, Bahria College NORE-1.

The Vice Principal, Montessori Section Mrs. Tanveer Mushtaq was the Chief Guest at the occasion. She was warmly received by the Vice Principal Mrs. Fariha Imran. Teachers from the Junior Section also accompanied her.

The programme commenced in the name of Allah Almighty. Umaima Khan, from Class V, welcomed the students of Class I cordially in her speech on behalf of all students of Primary Section, Bahria College NORE-1. All students of Class I were wearing very attractive and colourful welcome wreaths made specially by their class teachers. The students enjoyed wearing their wreaths throughout the day. The college choir presented welcoming songs for Class I, followed with performance of the students of Class V wearing cartoon character costumes. They mingled with the students of Class I to cheer them up.

The day concluded happily with a class room party where children of Class I shared and enjoyed eatable items of their choice with their class mates and teachers.

WORLD WATER DAY

The International World Water Day is held annually on 22nd March as means of focusing attention on the importance of fresh water and advocating the sustainable management of fresh water resources.

On Wednesday, 25th March 2015, Bahria College NORE-1, Primary Section organized a poster making competition to create awareness among the children about the importance of water on the planet Earth.

Children from classes I to V participated enthusiastically and brought their innovative ideas on chart papers beautifully. 17 Best selected posters were displayed on the main display boards of Bahria College NORE-1, Primary Section.

The Vice Principal Bahria College NORE-1, Primary Section Mrs. Fariha Imran appreciated the students on conveying the importance of water on the planet Earth through their colourful presentations.

The day concluded with the photo session of the best selected posters with students, the Vice Principal Bahria College NORE-1, Primary Section Mrs. Fariha Imran, the Art teachers Ms. Samreen Qureshi and Ms. Bushra Munir.
RESOLUTION DAY CELEBRATIONS

On 20th March 2015, special ‘Morning Assembly’ was held in order to commemorate the 75th Resolution Day of Pakistan (23rd March, 2015).

The Vice Principal Mrs. Fariha Imran along the Class Co-coordinators welcomed the worthy Chief Guest, the college Principal Cdr. Zaheer Ahmed. The programme commenced in the name of Allah Almighty. The environment of patriot passion was generated among the students through the speech by Ashna Kashif of Class V Lily, tableau by students of Class I and songs sung by the College Choir. In the speech, the speaker, Ansha Kashif of Class V Lily, presented a nostalgic and insightful glimpses of the day when the word ‘Pakistan’ was first used at Lahore Resolution and caused a major milestone in the Muslim struggle for an independent state. At the end The worthy Principal, Cdr. Zaheer Ahmed applauded the event, encouraged the students’ warm and positive sentiments for their homeland.

THE ANNUAL RESULT DAY 2014-2015

The Annual Result Day for the academic year 2014-2015 was declared on 6th March 2014. Worthy Principal Cdr. Zaheer Ahmed awarded the high achievers from Classes I to V with shields and certificates. On the occasion he appreciated the high achievers and emphasized the students to maintain good behaviour and focus on hard work. He also expressed words of appreciation to the students who performed well yet were could not get a position in the class, due to the tough competition.
ACTIVITY BASED LEARNING PROGRAMMES

SALAD DECORATION ACTIVITY

COMMUNICATION ACTIVITY ON CULTURAL AWARENESS

PROJECTS MAKING

PARTICIPATION IN PEACE-CAMPAIGN ORGANISED BY CHILDREN'S MUSEUM FOR PEACE AND HUMAN RIGHTS

PARTICIPATION IN HAMDARD NOUNEHAL ASSEMBLY

(Muangφay Ṋnq)
CHILDREN’S WORK

ME AND MY FRIENDS, IN THE PARK
POEM BY AFROZ ASHFAQ
CLASS 1 PANSY
I WENT TO THE PARK,
TO PLAY AND HAVE FUN,
TO JUMP AND RUN
MY FRIENDS, O DEAR FRIENDS,
PLAY WITH ME,
TILL IT GETS DARK

TEACHER
POEM BY KASHMAYN KHAN
CLASS V TULIP
A TEACHER IS LIKE A FRIEND,
WHO UNDERSTANDS SO COMPLETELY
GENTLE, POLITE, CULTURED
AND CARES SO DEEPLY.
SHE ALWAYS KNOWS, WHAT HELP YOU NEED,
AND ALWAYS TO OUR IDEAS , SHE PAYS HEED
A TRUE TEACHER BECOMES A PART OF OUR MEMORY,
AND WE CLING TO IT LOKE OUR TREASURY

TONGUE TWISTER
BY MUSFIRAH
CLASS V PANSY
THE SIXTH SHEIKH'S SIXTH SHEEP IS SICK.